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Beautiful South - Rotterdam lyrics | LyricsFreak
"Rotterdam (or Anywhere)" is a song by The Beautiful South,
taken from their fifth studio album Blue Is the Colour (). It
features Jacqui Abbott on lead vocals.
Rotterdam or Anywhere - dpa lighting consultants - "Right
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Rotterdam (or Anywhere) Lyrics: And the women tug their hair /
Like they're trying to prove it won't fall out / And all the
men are gargoyles / Dipped long in Irish.

Rotterdam (or Anywhere) |
Than they ever would do in a jar. This could be rotterdam or
anywhere. Liverpool or rome. Cause rotterdam is anywhere.
Anywhere alone. Anywhere alone.
The Beautiful South - Rotterdam Or Anywhere (CD, Single) |
Discogs
I'm under the impression that the chorus: > This could be
rotterdam or anywhere Liverpool or rome 'cause rotterdam is
anywhere Anywhere.
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the people in his life at the moment or just generally in
life.
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